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The Context
Why we decided to go for Agile BI

Limited value to clients from BI

 BI team created in 2006

 Projects delivered using PRINCE2 methodology

 Low confidence from the business in BI’s ability to deliver

 BI projects frequently exceeding time and budget

 Regulatory reporting demands not met

 Reporting solution (COGNOS) not known in the company

 Questioning on BI strategy and value
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Agile BI in Project Management
NBB Reporting – Case Study (1/2)

Project features

Scope

Client 

1,000+ mandays, 12 months in 2012, 5 releases

COGNOS reports on our core activities (settlement, 

asset servicing, collateral management, funds settlement)

National Bank of Belgium

 SCRUM approach (Business & IT trained, support from 
external coach)

 Dedicated project room (Business & IT)
 Series of workshops to identify requirements during each 

Sprint
 Iterative approach for requirements and developments
 Opportunistic development favoring long-term 

approach
 Swift integration of change requests
 Testing embedded into development lifecycle 
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Agile BI in Project Management
NBB Reporting – Case Study (2/2)

Outcome of the project

 On time

 Below budget (15%)

 Exceeding clients expectations

 Regulatory demands met

 Strong Business/ IT collaboration

 Strong Business engagement

 Re-useability of the developed solution to other 

domains

Increased value to clients from BI
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Agile BI & Value Creation
Enhancing the Customer Experience

Adapting BI services and mindset allows for Agility 

in meeting clients needs: 

 Case piloting through new technologies and shorter development 
cycles: improved time to market

 Advanced analytics to extract untapped value from data: providing 

new tools to clients
 Increased customer understanding through enhanced Business/ IT 

partnership: anticipating clients needs
 Leveraging of new BI technologies: larger choice of BI options for 

clients 
 Proactive identification of BI application to Business: increase 

operational efficiency

Significant Added value to clients from BI
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Benefits of being Agile
What’s in it for you

Being Agile in BI benefits both the Business and IT

 Improved customer satisfaction

 Improved business engagement

 Improved cost management

 Improved time to market

 Deliverables in line/ exceeding 

expectations

 Strong Business/ IT relationship

 BI as an added value business partner
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Appendix
Some more info
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Agile BI
Definition

“Agile business intelligence addresses a broad need to enable flexibility by accelerating 

the time it takes to deliver value with BI projects. It can include technology deployment 

options such as self-service BI, cloud-based BI, and data discovery dashboards that allow 

users to begin working with data more rapidly and adjust to changing needs.

To transform traditional BI project development to fit dynamic user requirements, many 

organizations implement formal methodologies that utilize agile software development 

techniques and tools to accelerate development, testing, and deployment. Ongoing scoping, 

rapid iterations that deliver working components, evolving requirements, scrum sessions, 

frequent and thorough testing, and business/development communication are important 

facets of a formal agile approach.”

Source: TDWI
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Agile BI
Definition

Agile Business Intelligence (BI) refers to the use of the agile software development 

methodology for BI projects to reduce the time-to-value of traditional BI and helps in quickly 

adapting to changing business needs. Agile BI enables the BI team and managers to make 

better business decisions. Agile methodology works on the iterative principle; this provides 

the new features of software to the end users sooner than the traditional waterfall process 

which delivers only the final product. With Agile the requirements and design phases overlap 

with development, thus reducing the development cycles for faster delivery. It promotes 

adaptive planning, evolutionary development and delivery, a time-boxed iterative approach, 

and encourages rapid and flexible response to change Agile BI encourages business users 

and IT professionals to think about their data differently and it characterized by low Total Cost 

of Change (TCC). With agile BI, the focus is not on solving every BI problem at once but 

rather on delivering pieces of BI functionality in manageable chunks via shorter development 

cycles and documenting each cycle as it happens. Many companies fail to deliver right 

information to the right business managers at the right time.

Source: Wikipedia
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